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 This research paper aims to analyze and predict fraud patterns among failed 
companies in Malaysia. The approach involves utilizing textual analysis on 

the management discussion and analysis (MD&A) section within the annual 

reports. The dataset is subjected to text clustering to group companies based 

on similar financial characteristics. This clustering process entails several 
steps, including data conversion, collation, and summarization into a 

structured format, followed by text pre-processing to cleanse the dataset. 

Notably, RapidMiner Studio software was utilized to extract data for the 

study. Subsequently, the documents are clustered using both the K-means 
and latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) methods. Upon examining a sample of 

22 failed companies in the year 2020, the study reveals that financially 

distressed companies exhibit prominent financial negativity and utilize 

litigious financial terms within their MD&A sections. These linguistic traits 
are found to be closely associated with seven distinct characteristics of 

fraudulent firms. This preliminary findings provide compelling evidence that 

financial pressure may serve as a triggering factor for fraudulent activities 

within companies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Fraud is a global problem which has been discussed in worldwide. The critical component of fraud 

is fraudulent financial reporting which needs to have effective fraud prevention and detection system. ACFE 

(2022) reported that from 2,110 cases investigated, the misappropriation of assets shows the highest cases 

reported with 86% of the cases followed by corruption with 50% of the cases and fraudulent financial 

reporting with 9% of the cases. However, the median losses occurred due to fraudulent financial reporting 

was very huge with $593,000, followed by corruption median loss by $150,000 and misappropriation of 

assets by $100,000. 

Various academic research has been done in predicting fraudulent financial reporting including the 

developed model which used financial ratios in predicting different events of fraud, earning manipulation, 

earning management and bankruptcy. The models include are by [1], Altman Z-score (1965) and the recent 

model is F-score developed by [2]. All these models used financial and non-financial information in 

predicting the likelihood of fraud. Goel and Uzuner [3] argued that detecting fraud is a complex problem and 
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not one of predictors will always be successful in fraud detection because once the fraud indicators are 

publicly known, the companies can find another and more creative ways to conceal the fraud.  

Recently, there has been growing interest among researchers in exploring qualitative textual content 

in annual reports to detect fraud indicators [4][7]. This textual analysis method has been extensively studied 

in developed countries like the United States and China, focusing on specific sections of the annual report, 

particularly the management discussion and analysis (MD&A) section, to identify fraudulent practices [4], 

[6], [8][10]. However, such research remains underexplored in developing countries like Malaysia, 

particularly concerning the role of financial reporting in fraud detection.  

Malaysia offers a unique institutional setting, influenced by both common-law and code-law 

countries, which affects reporting incentives. Despite adopting reporting standards from common-law 

countries, Malaysia shares similarities with code-law countries, leading to a lower level of enforcement due 

to institutional characteristics like family and political connections [11][13]. Jurisdiction-level institutional 

factors and firm-level factors significantly influence reporting incentives in Malaysia [14], [15]. However, 

only a limited number of studies have focused on textual analysis for fraud prediction in Malaysia. Non and 

Azis [16] examine whether Malaysian public listed companies expressed any specific sentiments in the 

management discussion and analysis section of the companies’ annual report during the COVID-19 

pandemic. The sentiments are extracted by means of computer-automated textual analysis through the 

linguistic inquiry and word counts and the Loughran–McDonald financial sentiment dictionary. Despite of 

using the textusl analysis in the MD&A section of Malaysian annual report to analyze fraud, this study 

focuses on the sentiments that the companies adopted when communicating with their stakeholders. 

Therefore, this study fills the gap. The use of textual analysis in accounting and finance is currently in initial 

stage especially in the emerging market such as Malaysia. However, it has great potential to be applied due to 

significant volumes of documentation that are used to disclose economic and financial information such as 

financial statements, audit reports, corporate social reports, management reports, accounting standards or 

analyst’s reports among others, which rely more on the value of textual, just nor numerical data [17]. 

Additionally, the use of digital tools and social media by companies has significantly increased the volume of 

unstructured documents that are available on the internet. 

Textual analysis has gained significant traction in finance literature due to the inherent challenges in 

accurately quantifying qualitative information [18]. This method has become increasingly popular among 

practitioners for analyzing the information content of corporate disclosures, including conference calls, 

earnings press releases, and annual reports [9]. Textual sources may contain information that does not 

support the perception from the financial statements, either because there is an intention to "sweeten" the 

actual financial situation and performance of the company or because it is unintentionally exposing misleading 

quantitative information. This can be used to look for hidden cues in the corporate disclosures [19].  

For example, the hidden cues related to differences between quantitative and textual information are the use 

of imagery, pleasantness or ambiguity in textual information [8]. 

Numerous studies have focused on the MD&A sections of annual reports to explore language-based 

methods for distinguishing between fraudulent and non-fraudulent firms and identifying failing and non-

failing companies [5][7], [20][22]. For instance, [18] examined language usage differences between fraud 

firms and those self-reporting material weaknesses in internal controls. They employed two word 

classification methods: proportional weights and the term weighting procedure. While the proportional 

weights approach did not yield significant coefficients in the seven-word lists, the term weighting procedure 

revealed significant associations between fraud firms and specific word categories. Purda and Skillicorn [9] 

developed a language-based method using MD&A sections to detect fraud, achieving high correct 

classification rates with certain words identified as top predictors. Goel and Uzuner [3] investigated the 

significance of sentiment in MD&A for fraud detection, finding that fraud firms exhibited more subjectivity, 

adjectives, and adverbs compared to non-fraudulent firms. Dong et al. [10] utilized Systemic Functional 

Linguistics theory to explore seven information types in MD&A, achieving an average prediction accuracy of 

82.36%. Despite the importance of textual analysis in fraud prediction, its application in emerging countries 

remains limited. Notably, a study in China focused on textual analysis to investigate financial reports of listed 

companies, primarily examining the likelihood of administrative punishments based on non-financial 

influence [23]. 

In a recent study, [22] investigated the potential of a hierarchical attention network (HAN), a state-

of-the-art deep learning (DL) model, for advanced fraud detection. The HAN method aimed to capture the 

content and context of managerial comments in the MD&A section, achieving superior performance 

compared to extreme gradient boosting (XGB) and artificial neural networks (ANN) in distinguishing 

fraudulent and non-fraudulent firms. Meanwhile, Li et al. [7] conducted a study focusing on Chinese 

manufacturing firms and employed three language dimensions from MD&A sections, combined with 

financial indicators, to detect financial statement fraud. The study emphasized the significance of textual 
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quality, forward-looking information, and positive sentiment in improving fraud detection accuracy. 

Furthermore, the analysis of MD&A sections revealed that fraud companies with more significant similarities 

to previous MD&A sections were more likely to face administrative punishments. Conversely, fraud 

companies showing more significant similarities to previous non-MD&A sections had a lower probability of 

such penalties, highlighting the importance of the MD&A section in determining fraud characteristics. 

This study addresses a gap in the existing literature by examining the use of textual information in 

emerging economies and contributing to the detection of financial fraud from both theoretical and empirical 

perspectives. By concentrating on companies experiencing financial difficulties, this research aids regulators 

in the early prediction of potential fraudulent cases. Consequently, the aim of this investigation was to apply 

text analysis of MD&A to study patterns of fraud among unsuccessful companies as well as predict the 

likelihood of such occurrences. The focus was on businesses listed under practice note 17/2005 issued by 

bursa Malaysia for financially distressed firms that may resort to manipulating financial statements due to 

pressure stemming from their financial status. It is noted that pressure plays a significant role as a trigger 

factor leading to fraudulent activities [24]. The research contributes to the existing body of knowledge on 

using textual analysis for predicting fraud, demonstrating its effectiveness in emerging economies such as 

Malaysia. Additionally, it expands the scope of analysis to anticipate the likelihood of fraud among 

vulnerable companies, providing valuable information for regulators to identify fraudulent patterns early. 

Our research has made several contributions. It expanded the body of knowledge on using textual 

analysis to predict fraud. Additionally, it presented evidence indicating the potential for textual analysis to 

predict fraudulent activity in developing countries like Malaysia, which has been an overlooked area in 

previous studies that focused mainly on developed countries. Moreover, our study broadened the scope by 

predicting fraud among companies with fraud potential rather than actual cases of fraud. This emphasis 

offered regulators valuable insights into identifying patterns or characteristics of companies at risk of 

perpetrating fraud before such instances are officially reported. The paper is structured as follows: section 2 

provides an overview of the literature related to fraud and the significance of textual data in financial 

reporting. Section 3 outlines the research methodology, while section 4 presents the findings. Lastly, section 5 

delves into the implications of this research. 

 

 

2. METHOD  

The proposed method consists of a few steps such as, sample selection, dataset collection, data 

analysis, text pre-processing and last text analysis which consist of document clustering and topic modelling 

techniques respectively. RapidMiner was utilized for this experiment due to its prominence as a data mining 

software. This method is further detailed in the following subsections. 

 

2.1.  Sample selection, data collection and data analysis 

This study utilized a dataset from 22 PN17 companies in Malaysia. Utilizing established algorithms 

from the data mining software RapidMiner Studio, the annual reports were analyzed to ensure impartiality 

and concentrate exclusively on 2020 data. The MD&A text datasets from each company's 2020 annual report 

were gathered, structured, and cleaned for analysis purposes. Table 1 outlines the PN17 companies included 

in this research for the specified year. 

 

 

Table 1. List of PN17 companies in Malaysia 
PN17 companies 

1 EKA Noddles 9 Nationwide Express 17 Lotus KFM 
2 TH Heavy 10 Scomi Group 18 IDIMENSION Berhad 
3 Asia Media 11 Scomi Energy 19 Dolomite Corp 
4 Barakah Offshore 12 Perak Corporation 20 MAA Group 
5 Bertam Alliance 13 Iqzan Holding 21 APFT 
6 Daya Material 14 FSBM Holding 22 G NEEPTUNE 
7 Consortium Transnasional 15 Comintel Corporation   

8 Malaysia Pacific Corporation 16 Brahim Holding   

 

 

2.2.  Text preprocessing 

Text preparation plays a crucial role in text mining as it aims to standardize various forms of words 

into one cohesive form. Moreover, techniques for text preprocessing carry substantial importance and have 

been extensively researched in the field of machine learning to create a refined corpus. The cleaning process 

was carried out to uphold the coherence of the corpus documents through the removal of duplicates and less 
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informative phrases. Furthermore, this procedure aimed at rectifying typographical errors and validating or 

correcting values based on a predefined list of entities. Preprocessing comprises several steps that are 

undertaken to prepare the textual data for qualitative analysis, including: 

i) Normalization: the data should be normalized or standardized to bring all of the variables into proportion 

with one another. Non-numeric qualitative data should be converted to numeric quantitative data. 

ii) Tokenization: removes extra white space and breaks text apart to identify meaningful units, called 

tokens-usually words but can also be phrases (n-grams) and emoticons. 

iii) Stopwords removal: removes extremely common words that are considered to be unlikely to provide 

value for document retrieval or analysis. 

iv) Stemming: reduces vocabulary size by using heuristic algorithms to “remove morphological affixes 

from words, leaving only the word stem”. 

v) Building corpus: each document is represented in the corpus by a sequence of pairings. The first digit of 

the pair conveys that the numeric ID relates to a word, while the second digit expresses how frequently 

that word occurs. 
The text data in RapidMiner Studio underwent several pre-processing steps to prepare for qualitative 

analysis. These operations, shown in Figure 1, included tokenize, transform cases, filter tokens, filter 

stopwords (Enlglish), and stem (porter). Tokenization was utilized to create individual tokens consisting of 

single words. The transform cases operator converted all characters to lowercase for consistency. 

Additionally, the filter tokens (by length) function filtered token sizes by excluding those that did not meet 

specified criteria. In addition, the operator filter stopwords (English) was used to eliminate English stopwords 

from the documents, and specified regular expressions were substituted using the replace tokens operator. 

The last two sub-processes involved extracting length and token number of each document through the 

extract length and extract token number operators, respectively. This metadata will be utilized in subsequent 

analysis stages. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Operators used in text pre-processing 

 

 

2.3.  Text analysis 

In this study, we utilized a combined method for text analysis by integrating document clustering 

and topic modeling to improve results. Recent studies by [25], [26] indicate that this integration can boost the 

performance of clustering. As mentioned in [27], document clustering and topic modeling complement each 

other, with the former producing unlabeled clusters and the latter effectively characterizing and explaining 

these clusters. Improved clustering outcomes lead to more informative and coherent topic models, thus 

contributing to enhanced overall results. 

The document clustering process involves the grouping of similar documents together. We 

employed unsupervised machine learning, specifically the k-means algorithm, on unlabelled data to achieve 

this. The k-means algorithm automatically forms k clusters within the corpus by assigning each document to 

the most similar cluster based on cosine similarity measures [28]. Cosine similarity is a preferred measure for 

text analysis, as it quantifies document similarity based on the distance between documents. The cosine 

similarity is calculated based on the angle between two vectors, reflecting their direction. The cluster 

centroids are recalculated by averaging all documents within each cluster, until they reach maximum 

optimization or remain unchanged. Figure 2 demonstrates the sequential procedures involved in document 

clustering with RapidMiner, which enables the efficient incorporation of these methods for textual analysis. 
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Figure 2. Document clustering process in RapidMiner 

 

 

Once the document clustering is complete, it is found that the clusters generated lack descriptive 

information or characterization. Hence, topic modeling is applied to further analyze and interpret the clusters. 

Topic modeling is a powerful technique that can help uncover hidden themes and patterns within a set of 

documents. This technique assists in unveiling the underlying structure of a group of documents by 

identifying a range of topics, where each topic is depicted as a distribution over a set of words [25]. Among 

different methods for topic modeling, latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) holds widespread popularity in text 

mining owing to its exceptional adaptability and generalization capabilities [29]. The concept behind LDA 

involves representing a textual document as an amalgamation of multiple topics, each containing various 

words. For LDA’s functionality, it necessitates input text documents and the expected number of topics. 

The study utilizes LDA with Gibbs Sampling, which is suitable for situations where the joint 

distribution is unknown or challenging to sample directly [30]. The LDA method randomly assigns each 

word in the 22 documents to a topic. Subsequently, it computes distributions of topics across documents and 

words within topics based on word frequencies across all topics and the frequency of each topic in the 

document. The prevalence of each topic within the document is determined through frequency counts during 

initialization (topic frequency), as well as considering the dirichlet-generated multinomial distribution over 

topics for each document. The occurrence of each word in each topic is evaluated based on the frequency 

counts determined at the beginning (word frequency) and a dirichlet-generated multinomial distribution over 

words for each topic. The research emphasizes calculations regarding words and topics, wherein the 

assignment of each word to a topic is re-assigned iteratively according to the most substantial conditional 

probability. This iterative process continues until stable assignments of words to topics are achieved.  

In RapidMiner, this procedure is carried out using the extract topic from data operator, as depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Topic modeling process in RapidMiner 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.  Result of text pre-processing 

The section discusses the results of the data cleansing process carried out in the research, where 

three important numerical values are used during text processing. These values consist of document length, 

token number, and token length, which will play a vital role in subsequent text clustering analysis. To 
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accomplish this task, RapidMiner software is utilized along with operators such as extract length, extract 

token number, and aggregate token length. Figure 4 provides a visual representation of the dataset before 

(Figure 4(a)) and after undergoing text cleansing (Figure 4(b)). As a result, a set of word vectors for PN17 

companies is obtained to enable further analysis and exploration. All symbols employed in the equations will 

be defined in the following sections. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 4. Datasets (a) before cleaning process and (b) after cleaning process 

 

 

3.2.  Result of K-means clustering 

Following the text preprocessing stage, a comprehensive collection of 799 word vectors was created 

and subjected to clustering using the K-means algorithm. In this clustering process, numerical values such as 

document size, token length, and token count were essential in computing distances between the word 
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vectors. To improve the effectiveness of the grouping or clustering process, the resulting outcomes were then 

normalized to decrease variable magnitude. This normalization step improves accuracy and efficiency in 

cluster analysis, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) depicts the dataset before the normalization process, while 

Figure 5(b) displays the dataset after the normalization process.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5. Dataset (a) before normalisation process and (b) after normalisation process 

 

 

The next step involves determining the best value for K, involving clustering and performance 

evaluation using the optimize parameters operator. In this study, we utilized the K-means clustering technique to 

enhance proximity within clusters while maximizing their distance from each other. Analyzing textual data 

poses challenges due to its high-dimensional nature, making it difficult to determine the most suitable number 

of clusters. To address this issue, we adopted the "elbow method" for cluster selection, enabling us to assess 

clustering performance for different K values. The results indicated that a value of K=7 was the most favorable 

choice, as shown in Figure 6. 

 

3.3.  Result of LDA approach 

Previous studies have predominantly concentrated on analyzing textual data to differentiate between 

fraudulent and non-fraudulent firms. However, there is a lack of research examining the text patterns of 

financially troubled companies, which are associated with an increased likelihood of fraud. It is essential for 

regulators to comprehend these textual patterns in order to anticipate potential fraud among such companies 

before they are formally classified as fraudulent entities. Moreover, the current methods for detecting fraud 

are often difficult to ascertain, underscoring the significance of undertaking this investigation. 

The categories identified through the LDA method, specifically the gibbs sampling technique, 

illuminate the themes revealed in the text data. As previously mentioned, using the LDA approach 

necessitates text documents and a predetermined number of subjects. In this research, based on K-means 
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clustering results, seven was established as the optimal number of topics. The likelihood of each word within 

a "topic" is then organized in descending order according to their frequencies. The results from LDA offer 

valuable insights, particularly concerning the financial attributes of PN17 companies. Each document is 

assumed to be produced by multiple topics out of all possible ones that exist and signifies that every word in 

a document can be attributed to one of its topics. 

Table 2 illustrates the successful application of topic modeling to cluster various topics from the 

chosen text documents of PN17 companies. The method employs latent dirichlet allocation with gibbs 

sampling to create a term×document matrix and generate the distribution of topics across words. Throughout 

this process, LDA assigns each word in the document to one of t themes for each text d until stability is 

reached, indicating a significant state. Domain expertise or tacit knowledge is essential for assigning 

meaningful topic labels by identifying common words within each topic. 

The top ten most frequent words for each topic are presented in Table 2, offering insights into the 

associated concepts of each "topic". Topic 0 is related to performing an activity, while topic 1 is connected to 

loss and impairment activity. Furthermore, topic 2 concerns cost and acquisition activity, topic 3 relates to 

non-performing activity, and topic 4 is tied to business acquisition activity. Additionally, topic 5 is linked 

with income and profit activity, while topic 6 focuses on litigation activity. It's worth noting that out of the 

seven identified topics, five topics (topic 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6) are directly associated with negative financial 

aspects and litigation activities.  

The five groups identified in the study correspond to the categories proposed by [18], namely loss 

and impairment (topic 1), cost and acquisition (topic 2), non-performing (topic 3), business acquisition (topic 4), 

and litigation (topic 6). It is important to note that the words in each cluster are closely related to the top-

ranked distinguishing words for truthful and fraudulent reports as previously indicated [9], as shown in Table 2 

(bold and italicized). Some of these words encompass acquisitions, sales, revenues, shares, increased, 

decreased, tax profit, and activities. The results suggest that while PN17 companies are not officially 

classified as fraudulent entities; the language used in their MD&A sections reflects terms commonly linked 

with fraud anticipation. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Scatter plot of K value 

 

 

Based on the findings, Table 3 shows the specific financial activities linked to each PN17 company, 

revealing the distribution of topics within their documents. This examination provides a deeper understanding 

of the financial traits displayed by each company in 2020. For example, EKA Noodles falls under the income 

and profit activity category, with its subsidiaries allegedly involved in falsifying and modifying business 

records during 2020. These actions aimed to create uncertainty about the ownership of their product brand. 
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One of the major shareholders of the organization was alleged to be involved in illegal actions that negatively 

impacted its operations. These activities included directing the falsification and alteration of company 

documents, causing confusion among both the public and the market [31]. This suggests that there is a 

possibility that positive financial language may be used by the company to hide illicit income-generating 

activities with an aim to attract more investment. 

 

 

Table 2. Top ten most frequent words for each topic identified 
Topic 0 

Performing an 

activity 

Topic 1 

Loss and 

impairment 

Topic 2 

Cost and 

acquisition 

Topic 3 

Non-performing 

activity 

Topic 4 

Business 

acquisition 

Topic 5 

Income and profit 

activity 

Topic 6 

Litigation 

activity 

million 

compared 

current 

fye 

activities 

increase 

cash 

increased 

sales 

revenue 

group 

year 

loss 

impairment 

assets 

compared 

previous 

financial 

share 

decrease 

group 

recorded 

million 

December 

business 

review 

taxation 

insurance 

acquisition 

performance 

revenue 

due 

financial 

mainly 

period 

tax 

lower 

operations 

sesb 

cost 

company 

lho 

proposed 

bursa 

shares 

securities 

exercise 

berhad 

main 

malaysia 

million 

net 

total 

profit 

equity 

mainly 

operating 

value 

investment 

higher 

financial 

company 

capital 

period 

subsidiaries 

management 

plan 

group 

basis 

court 

 

 

On the contrary, Scomi Group and Scomi Energy fall under the non-performing and litigation 

activity. This is further confirmed when an investigation into a loan of RM64.33 million from Scomi Energy 

Services Bhd to its parent company, Scomi Group Bhd without board approval resulted in financial distress 

for SESB when the amount was not repaid by Scomi Group. The advances were found to be arranged through 

a third-party firm of independent auditors without Audit Committee approval, leading to a legal case [32].  

 

 

Table 3. Categories of financial characteristics by each company for 2020 
Company Financial characteristics 

EKA Noodles 5 

TH Heavy 1 

Asia Media 6 

Barakah Offshore 0 

Bertam Alliance 1 

Daya Material 3 

Consortium Transnasional 1 

Malaysia Pacific Corporation 1 

Nationwide Express 1 

Scomi Group 3 

Scomi Energy 6 

Perak Corporation 1 

Iqzan Holding 2 

FSBM Holding 3 

Comintel Corporation 1 

Brahim Holding 1 

Lotus KFM 0 

IDIMENSION Berhad 4 

Dolomite Corp 4 

MAA Group 5 

APFT 6 

G NEEPTUNE 4 

 

 

The data in Table 3 indicates that out of the twenty-two PN17 companies in 2020, only four were 

associated with positive financial language (Topic 0 and Topic 5) as suggested by [18]. These companies 

include EKA Noodles, Barakah Offshore, Lotus KFM, and MAA Group. Conversely, most of the companies 

were linked to negative financial terms. Specifically, three companies: Asia Media, Scomi Energy, and APFT 

were connected with Topic 6 concerning litigious financial activities. This supports the findings of [4], where 

fraudulent firms showed a notably higher frequency of negative words compared to non-fraudulent ones. 

Furthermore, this aligns with the conclusions drawn by emphasizing the strong association between adverse 

financial terminology and litigation-related terms among fraudulent firms as well as those disclosing 

weaknesses in their internal accounting controls. Therefore, it is evident that there is a strong correlation 
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between the use of negative financial language and the likelihood of fraudulent financial reporting among 

financially distressed companies in Malaysia. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this study delved into the analysis of MD&A through textual examination to uncover 

patterns within PN17 companies and anticipate potential fraudulent activities. By harnessing advanced 

computer technology and artificial intelligence, an extensive array of texts and research pertaining to 

accounting and financial matters were scrutinized. The results uncovered seven distinctive clusters that 

characterize the financial features of the 22 PN17 companies studied. Moreover, by identifying the top 10 

words in each cluster, significant terms used in the MD&A reports concerning predictive language for fraud 

were successfully identified. These findings not only lend support to but also offer empirical evidence for the 

fraud diamond theory by demonstrating how financial pressure can serve as a crucial trigger for instances of 

fraudulent practices within corporate entities. 

Our contribution to the literature involves a thorough exploration of identifying PN17 companies 

based on similar financial characteristics, serving as an effective predictor of fraud. This extends the existing 

body of work in textual analysis and fraud detection, providing valuable insights for practitioners to make 

informed choices regarding the implementation of fraud detection methods. Moreover, our findings can assist 

auditors in assessing fraud risk by highlighting that a high frequency of identified linguistic markers in 

annual reports may indicate an elevated probability of fraudulent activities within organizations. These 

insights are crucial in alerting auditors to companies at higher risk for potential fraudulent behavior, aiding 

them in mitigating risks effectively through targeted interventions and vigilant oversight. 

Furthermore, our findings have practical implications for regulators, such as the securities exchange 

commission (SEC). By utilizing linguistic markers to assess the probability of fraud among companies and 

flagging potentially fraudulent firms displaying these markers, regulators can initiate further investigation. 

However, it's important to acknowledge a limitation of this study, as only one year of data was analyzed. 

Future research should consider extending the study over multiple years to gain a more comprehensive 

understanding of fraud patterns among each distressed firm and strengthen its conclusions. 
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